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NOVEMBER ALREADY?
How time flies! I am in awe and delighted
to be in the presence of such wonderful

Ms
Faith

DATES TO REMEMBER
November 20 - school outing
cancelled

THINGS TO REMEMBER
Please kindly have the children
wear non-slip socks or indoor
shoes
For the children's safety, a
kind reminder to please close
the gate when having snack

children and their grown-ups. Our theme
based curriculum have given the children
the opportunity to learn various skills such
as self-confidence, language and physical
development, social interaction, and
problem-solving skills. It also enabled
them to learn naturally and with
enthusiasm whilst allowing me to adapt
and take on their lead in terms of
supporting their learning journey. To those
who have recently joined us, a warm
welcome to the Under 2s programme! I
hope it has been just as thrilling for you
and your children as it has been for me.

UPCOMING THEMES & LEARNING INTENTIONS
Hooray for Fish! by Lucy
Cousins

Follow up of previous learning
intentions;
To reinforce the awareness of
colours and be introduced to
various textures
To reinforce the concept of
math: size (big and small),
counting, (1,2,3)
To be introduced to the concept of
sea creatures (fish)
Music & Movement gestures such
as "flying," "swimming," "upside
down."

Winter and Christmas

To identify winter weather and
introduced to the concept of hot
and cold
Reinforce learning about animals
and introduction to the concept of
animal habitat
Introduced to the concept of
Christmas and reinforce positive
language as such as "thank you"

FRIENDLY REMINDERS
One adult per child to attend class (For consistency,
please refrain from swapping of accompanying adult )
Mobiles phones are to be switched off or put on silent mode
(This enables you to provide full attention to your children)
Photo/Video-taking is highly discouraged. Special events are
exemptions but please do not take photos of other children other
than your own. Photos will be taken by me and posted onto the
blog
PIPS is a NUT-FREE zone, nut allergies can cause severe
complications, please be aware of your children's snacks (No
nutella, etc)
Please kindly dress yourself and your children in comfortable attire.
We WILL get "messy!"

"The goal of early childhood
education should be to activate the
child's own natural desire to
learn."
- Maria Montessori

